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that the phase difference in the l-loyd's Mirror experiment is given by,
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the symbols have their usual meanings.

Lloyd's minor experiment, a source of580 nm wavelength is placed in front ofa screen

cn to obtain the interference fringes. Calculate the djstance between the source and

(vifiual source), if the fourth order dark liinge is measued to be 5 cm abovc the

axis through the mirror. Take the condition ior dark fringe formation is
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Questions

is meant by inted'erence of light and explain the conditions necessary for the

fringes to be visible.
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Mirror experimental anangement by a schemalic diagram and describe

conditions to observe interfcrcnce are met with a single source'

(2m * 1)r, where z is an integer'



2 Distinguish the methods .division of wave front', and .division 
of amplitude"

to obtain two mutually coherent beams from a single source to obsewe i

Consider a thin transparent wedge film of varying thickness and having

Pr

Figur€ 2

(a) Show that the phase difference between the two intefering beams (i.e.

given by,

5 =?t 2p,1co"et t,
where "+" is when p < p t artd ..-,' is when I > l/.

(b) In a Wedge Film experimental zmargement, show that the width ofa
given by,
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Take the condition for b.ight fringe fomatt\* , 

_ 
2mn, where m is an

(c) Interfering ftinges are observed in a thin glass wedge, which is $ept in

inclination angle 0.5' (0.5 minute of arc). The spacing between tvr'o

fringes is 1.5 mm, calculate the vacuum wavelength olthe light source used.
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